DocuBay Signs Multiple Acquisition Deals at MIPCOM
Film Titles licensed from Arte Distribution, France tv distribution,
and Scorpion TV
(October 15, 2019 - Mumbai, India): DocuBay, the premium international
documentary Membership VOD service by IN10 Media, signed multiple acquisition
deals with Arte Distribution (France), France tv distribution (France), and Scorpion
TV (UK) during MIPCOM, the world’s largest entertainment content market held in
Cannes, France. The licensed films will be available on DocuBay for worldwide
streaming (in English or English subtitles) in 180+ countries beginning next month.
Notable titles acquired include:
Arte Distribution: Tattoos, a feature that covers the rebellious history and mainstream
acceptance of tattoos from artists all over the world including Jean Paul Gauthier,
Dennis Rodman, and Kat Von D; Geek Planet: The Irresistible Rise of a Generation,
a feature that chronicles the rise of Geek culture, including comic books, cos play,
science fiction, and fantasy; Father’s Birth, a feature that follows the story of a gay
couple in France who are unable to have a child travel to Wisconsin, USA to explore
surrogacy.
France tv: Sleeping in Nature, a feature that explores how animals in the wild sleep in
their unpredictable environments; Elizabeth II: A Queen’s Revolution, a feature that
chronicles the history and evolution of the UK’s Queen Elizabeth II; and Living with
Wolves, a feature that explores the deep history and fascination with wolves, one of the
world’s fiercest creatures that have fought with humans over territory for thousands of
years.
Scorpion TV: Shelter, directed by two-time Academy Award winner Barbara Kopple,
follows the on-the-ground work of Veterans Resource Center in California that helps
veterans who suffer from the psychological trauma of war; Edge of Obedience, a
feature that explores artistic expression, cultural taboos, and religious freedom through
the story of Ahmad Zakii Anwar, one of Malaysia’s most provocative artists; Cannabis
to Save My Life, follows the story of Patricia Crone and her journey to test cannabis as
a treatment for her brain cancer.
Adita Jain (Head Acquisitions & Syndication, DocuBay) stated: “As a premium
streaming service, DocuBay’s acquisition strategy is to curate the most compelling and
diverse stories from around the world. Having the ability to meet and close deals at
MIPCOM with extraordinary content partners such as Arte, France tv, and Scorpion TV
is key to that strategy.”
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About DOCUBAY
Headquartered in Mumbai, India, DocuBay is a global, membership VOD streaming service and OTT
platform exclusively designed to stream premium international documentary films. Specializing as a niche
video service, DocuBay features content from all corners of the globe in a variety of categories and is
available on platforms including the App Store, Google Play, Fire TV, and Apple TV, with additional
platforms on the way. www.docubay.com
About IN10 MEDIA
IN10 Media is a network with diverse offerings in the media and entertainment sector. With deeply
entrenched roots in the creative community and a long association with premium content, the brands in its
folds—including EPIC Channel, EPIC On, DocuBay, Juggernaut Productions, and Showbox - cover every
aspect of the content life-cycle across platforms. Led by entrepreneur Aditya Pittie, IN10 Media has its
efforts focused on building world-class brands. www.in10media.com
About ARTE DISTRIBUTION
ARTE Distribution is the international program sales unit of the European public channel ARTE. With a
catalogue of over 4,000 hours of documentaries entrusted by more than 150 prestigious French and
foreign production companies, ARTE Distribution has made its mark on the 5 continents as the ultimate
reference in documentary distribution. Whether for Prime Time or Access, regular slots or one-off
programming, ARTE Distribution has established itself as a leading program supplier worldwide, providing
creative programs to all media (TV-VOD-DVD-Internet-Inflight) that can rely on ARTE's strong brand with
its high public profile and excellent image. Our Pre-sales team also finds international funding for projects
that are initiated by the channel and developed by independent producers. www.distribution.arte.tv
About FRANCE TV DISTRIBUTION
France tv distribution works with producers and licensors to maximise revenues from their programmes
across all media platforms encompassing video, VOD and music publishing, merchandising, magazine
and book publishing, plus French and international distribution and fund-raising. Since January 2017,
France tv distribution has gone hand in hand with distributing films abroad. As a major player on the
distribution of rights in France and in foreign markets, this new activity of trading feature films is added to
its savoir-faire. www.francetvdistribution.com
About SCORPION TV
Scorpion TV is an international production and distribution company dedicated to the worldwide sales of
award-winning documentaries, films and television shows. Working closely with the independent film and
television community, the productions represented by Scorpion are creative and often critically acclaimed.
With a focus on culturally diverse content, Scorpion TV was founded to fulfill the needs of producers small
and large to maximise their audience and of broadcasters looking for the most fascinating and inspiring
stories to drive audiences to their channel. www.scorpiontv.com

